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BIBLE STORY: Genesis 6:9-22 

https://youtu.be/qzYjy6lhRag                                      

Toddler Noah’s Ark Song:       

https://youtu.be/mSND6hbZMNE  

Elementary Noah’s Ark Song: 

https://youtu.be/-l0XOoyf6xU  

 

Replica of Noah’s Ark: 

https://youtu.be/BQxmQZqVxwA  

MEMORY VERSE/ACTIVITY: “Faith is being sure 

of what we hope for. It is being sure of what we do 

not see.” He- brews 11:1 (NIRV)  

Toss Across. Toss or roll a ball to one child. Have him say 

the first word of the verse before tossing or rolling the 

ball to someone else, who then says the next word, and so 

on. Continue until you complete the verse. If the ball is 

dropped, start over again. Time how long it takes to finish 

the verse; and try to beat the previous time. 
https://vibrantchristianliving.com/games-memorize-bible-verses/ 

SUMMARY: Noah’s life was an experiment in faith. 

He spent years building an ark at God’s command, and 

God rewarded his faithfulness by saving him and his 

family from the Great Flood.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTIONS?     
Who was Noah?  

What did God tell 

Noah to do?  

Why did Noah obey 

God?  

Can you think of 

something that is 

difficult for you to 

trust God with?  

What can we do to find 

the faith to trust God 

more?  

 

PRAY IT!                    
Dear God, 

Thank you for the 

promises you’ve made 

to us. Help us to have 

more faith in you. In 

Jesus’ name, Amen  
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NOAH AND THE RAINBOW EXPERIMENT  

Items needed:  

Empty bottle Measuring cup 
Dark Corn syrup 
Blue dishwashing liquid Water  

Vegetable oil Rubbing alcohol Food coloring  

Web Link:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSorsJ-lRYk   

Instructions:  

Prior to this experiment, measure how many ounces of liquid the empty bottle will hold, 
then divide by five. This is how many ounces of each liquid you will add during the 
experiment.  

Begin by pouring the corn syrup into the bottle. Then add the dishwashing liquid. Add 
the water next with green food coloring to give it a green color. (Note: tilt the bottle when 
pouring the water inside to keep it from mixing with the soap.) Then add the vegetable 
oil, and then add rubbing alcohol dyed red.  

Put the cap on the bottle and seal it tight. Slowly, turn the bottle upside down. The 
colors will shift and stay in rainbow formation!  

Lessons:  

This experiment worked because we followed the steps lined out for us. We had faith it 
would work, and when we obeyed the instructions, it worked just as 
promised.  

It only took us a few minutes to do this experiment in faith, but Noah worked over 100 
years on the ark! Noah was faithful, and God rewarded his faith by saving his family.  

God also gave Noah a sign that he would never flood the earth again - a rainbow! It’s 
just one more reminder that God is faithful to those who obediently follow him.  

 

 

PAINTING RAINBOWS IN THE DARK 
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ITEMS NEEDED: Blindfolds Paper Brushes Paints  

INSTRUCTIONS: Have children scan the paper and paints laid out before them. Give 
them a minute to look over the layout of the paints, then hand them brushes and 
blindfold them. The kids will have 90 seconds to try to paint a rainbow on their paper, 
blindfolded. When time is up, decide by applause who painted the best rainbow.  

WHAT’S THE POINT? Rainbows remind us of Noah, and that we need to be faithfully 
obedient to God like Noah was.  

DECK THE STACK 

ITEMS NEEDED: Four playing cards Five plastic cups  

INSTRUCTIONS: Stack the cups and cards in a tower, with one card in between each 
cup. Choose a person for this game. Have them yank the cards out from between the 
cups one at a time to get all five cups stacked together.  

VARIATION: An optional way to play is to make this a timed contest. You can set up 
four towers and give the contestant a minute to successfully get one of the towers to 
stack successfully. 
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